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BRAIN CONNECTIVITY IN NEUROLOGICAL DISEASES:
A NETWORK STORY

At rest, our brain never rests. Even in the absence of external input, the brain continues to
engage in a variety of intrinsic processes. Several tools can be used to assess this never
ending activity,  such as  resting  state  functional  magnetic  resonance imaging (rsfMRI).
Although vascular in nature, rsfMRI is considered a reliable proxy of the neural activity
allowing to unravel the functional  organization of the brain,  consisting of a hierarchical
structure  organized  into  polyfunctional  neural  networks.  This  configuration  has  been
termed the “functional connectome”. On the other hand, diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI)
can be used to infer distal and local structural connections between brain regions (the
structural connectome), complementing the functional connectome. Recent theories state
that  this  functional  and  structural  scaffold  may  represent  the  foundation  of  cognitive
abilities. Brain conditions affecting neural health impact the connectome. Breakdown of
connectivity can predict cognitive deficits in a broad range of psychiatric and neurological
diseases, reinforcing the assumption that the connectome is a fundamental characteristic
of  cognitive processes.  In  this  seminar  we will  discuss the  relationship between brain
structural functional connections with behavior in several neurological diseases, such as
proteinopathies, stroke and brain tumors. By examining how the connectome and several
pathophysiological mechanisms interact we can gain valuable insights into the underlying
processes that support cogni tive abilities. Furthermore, by identifying novel biomarkers
through  rsfMRI  and  DWI,  we  can  improve  the  management  and  diagnosis  of  brain
disorders, ultimately leading to better treatment outcomes for patients.
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Biography

Lorenzo Pini is a researcher (RTD-A) at the Department of Neuroscience of the University
of Padova.

He graduated in Psychology from the University of Padova in 2013. (cum laude) From
2014 to 2019, he worked as a study coordinator in a registered clinical trial focused on an-
alyzing the cognitive and clinical effects of non-invasive stimulation of specific brain circuits
in patients with Alzheimer's disease and frontotemporal  dementia at  IRCCS Fatebene-
fratelli in Brescia. In 2018, he collaborated with the Department of Complex Trait Genetics
at VU University in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, for advanced studies in brain connec-
tomics. In 2019 he received his PhD in Biomedical Sciences and Translational Medicine
from the University of Brescia, faculty of Medicine.

After his PhD, he initiated a post-doctoral collaboration at the University of Padova, where
he was involved in studying brain connectivity in patients with cognitive/motor disorders
and  homotopic  connectivity.  In  2020,  he  collaborated  with  the  University  Hospital  of
Geneva, Switzerland, on a study of dynamic connectivity in Alzheimer's patients. Since
2020, he has been collaborating with the Padova Neuroscience Center, participating in dif -
ferent multicentric projects aimed at investigating brain connectivity and the response to
brain stimulation of these circuits. He also maintains collaborations with researchers from
the University of Verona and Brescia, Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm, and CHUV in Lau-
sanne.

His research activities encompass the following areas: i) Investigation of connectivity in
neurological disorders using neuroimaging techniques; ii) Prediction of behavioral deficits
in neurological patients; iii) Non-invasive stimulation of brain connectivity. To date, he has
published more than 40 research papers in international peer-reviewed journals, of which
more than half as the leading author. Lastly, he is a co-owner of a patent for a method
based on diffusion techniques for predicting survival in patients with glioblastoma.
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